
FY 2022
ARTS AND HUMANITIES FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM GRANT

REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS

The DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities (CAH) is seeking applications from qualified
artists and humanities practitioners for its Fiscal Year 2022 Arts and Humanities Fellowship
Program (AHFP) grant. Maximum AHFP awards are $10,000.

RFA Release: Monday | May 3, 2021
Submission Deadline: Friday | June 4, 2021 | 11:59 PM

Prospective applicants should read through this Request for Applications (RFA) in its entirety
before initiating and submitting an application.

Staff Contact: Determined by applicant discipline (see contact information on page 13)

The DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities (CAH) is an independent agency within the
District of Columbia government that evaluates and initiates action on matters relating to the
arts and humanities and encourages the development of programs that promote progress in the
arts and humanities. As the official arts agency for Washington, DC, CAH is supported by
District government funds and in part by the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency.

CAH has grantmaking authority under the Commission on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1975,
as amended (D.C. Law 1-22, D.C. Official Code § 39-204).

Government of the District of Columbia
Commission on the Arts and Humanities

200 I Street, SE, Suite 1400, Washington, DC 20003
202-724-5613 | dcarts.dc.gov
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FY 2022
ARTS AND HUMANITIES FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM GRANT

Applicants may submit one (1) Arts and Humanities Fellowship Program grant application
per fiscal year cycle

OVERVIEW
The Arts and Humanities Fellowship Program (AHFP) supports qualified individual artists and
humanities practitioners who significantly contribute to the District of Columbia as a world-class
cultural capital. AHFP recognizes the impact of individual artists and humanities practitioners
within the District and supports the vitality that those individuals bring to the local community.
Grant award funds must be spent within CAH’s Fiscal Year 2022 (October 1, 2021 to September
30, 2022).

Grants are competitive and applications are reviewed in cohorts as detailed under “Supported
Artist/Humanities Disciplines” below.

The number and amounts of grant awards are subject to CAH’s availability of funds and are based
upon the applicant’s advisory review panel score and ranking.

There is no matching requirement for AHFP grants.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
By making its AHFP grant awards, CAH endeavors to meet the following goals:

● Encourage the contributions of individual artists and humanities practitioners to the
District, by helping to sustain them in their practice; and

● Highlight and elevate the creative excellence and professional accomplishments of artists
and humanities professionals residing in the District.

SUPPORTED ARTIST AND HUMANITIES DISCIPLINES
AHFP is open to all arts and humanities disciplines. Applicants must select one of the following
CAH categories that best represents their discipline:

● Dance
● Design Arts
● Go-Go Musician
● Humanities
● Interdisciplinary

● Media Arts
● Music
● Teaching Artists
● Theatre
● Visual Arts

Prior applicants and grantees have included actors, archaeologists, authors, curators, dancers,
directors, filmmakers, historians, instrumentalists, mixed-media artists, muralists, painters,
photographers, podcasters, poets, preservationists, producers, puppeteers, scholars, sculptors,
singers, stage designers, and more, including practitioners of experimental or multi-disciplinary
(interdisciplinary) mediums.

Established, as well as emerging artists and humanities practitioners, are encouraged to apply.
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APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Applicants shall, in their respective grant applications:

● Demonstrate experience and proficiency in the applicant’s selected discipline;
● Provide a statement describing the applicant’s mission— why the applicant does what they

do, and what drives their work;
● Provide recent work samples of work within three (3) years) which clarify, demonstrate, or

unite the applicant’s mission and/or processes; and
● Demonstrate and articulate an understanding of the applicant’s work in context of the

applicant’s community/communities in the District.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Prior to submitting applications, applicants must meet all of the following eligibility requirements:

● Be a legal District of Columbia resident for at least one (1) year prior to the submission 
deadline;

● Have a permanent District of Columbia address, as listed on government issued 
identification or tax returns. Post office boxes may not be used as a permanent address;

● Maintain District of Columbia residency during the entire granting fiscal year;
● Be an artist, arts professional, and/or humanities practitioner, aged 18 or older;
● Be in “good standing” with CAH. (Note: A CAH grant applicant who has failed, as of June 4, 

2021 to comply with all applicable CAH-related mandates (e.g., failed to submit to CAH 
required reports related to prior CAH funding), is not in “good standing” with CAH and, 
accordingly, is ineligible to receive additional funds from CAH in FY 2022); and

● Obtain a Certificate of Clean Hands (CCH) from the District of Columbia Office of Tax and 
Revenue (see Citywide Clean Hands- Page 9).

Incomplete or late applications or applications that do not follow the instructions and guidelines
may be deemed ineligible for review and funding.

Applicants restricted from applying include:
● Organizations, collectives, sole proprietorships, LLCs, or other non-individual entities;
● Individuals applying with an EIN number;
● Individuals who reside outside of the District of Columbia;
● Applicants seeking project-specific funding (AHFP grant awards are not project-

dependent); and
● Individuals who use or require fiscal agents

ALLOWABLE COSTS AND FUNDING RESTRICTIONS
As a District of Columbia agency, CAH must ensure that all award funds are expended in a fiscally
responsible manner. Allowable costs are those that the District government and CAH have
determined as valid expenditures.

All awarded funds are subject to audit and performance monitoring

CAH considers the AHFP grant as a general operating support grant for individuals. As such, all
AHFP grantees should consider “salary for the applicant artist or humanities practitioner” as the
sole or primary program cost.
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Grantees with questions regarding allowable costs may contact their grant program manager. The 
grantee will be responsible for demonstrating expenses in Final Reports.

INCLUSION, DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND ACCESS (I.D.E.A.)
CAH has placed increased focus on utilizing an Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Access (I.D.E.A.) 
lens in its grantmaking, with the goal of creating a more equitable arts and humanities landscape in 
the District.

I.D.E.A. DEFINITIONS
Below are definitions used by CAH of each component of I.D.E.A. CAH’s goal for the arts and 
humanities community is to have a comprehensive and actionable plan in place by FY 2024.

INCLUSION
Inclusion authentically welcomes, and intentionally brings, traditionally excluded individuals 
and/or groups into processes, activities, and decision/policymaking in a way that shares power.

DIVERSITY
Diversity refers to the various backgrounds and races that comprise a community, nation, or other 
grouping. In many instances, the term diversity does not only acknowledge the existence of 
diversity of background, race, gender, religion, sexual orientation etc., but applies a recognition of 
the value of these differences. Diversity enriches policies and practices by bringing people of 
diverse backgrounds and experiences together to inform, shape, and enrich these policies and 
practices.

EQUITY
Equity is giving everyone what they need to be successful. Equity is different from treating 
everyone the same. Equity operates from the understanding that people and groups enter given 
situations from very different starting points. These starting points are often determined by 
certain social hierarchies such as race, class, gender, age, sexual identity, disability, etc. An 
equitable framework centers awareness of these hierarchies and creates systems that are actively 
anti-racist, anti-classist, anti-sexist, anti-homophobic, and anti-ableist.

ACCESS
Access is defined in the broadest definition of the term as a means of ensuring individuals and/or 
groups are given financial, geographic, demographic, cultural, and developmental access to

programming, services, and other opportunities.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND WORKSHOPS
CAH staff members are available to assist grant applicants through group or individual technical 
assistance sessions. CAH staff members will not write applications for applicants. CAH staff 
members are available to review draft applications for thirty (30) minute appointments, on 
government business days up to one (1) week prior to the grant application deadline. Applicants 
should contact CAH to schedule a meeting by calling 202-724-5613 or emailing Kerry Kaleba at 
kerry.kaleba@dc.gov. Please note that CAH requests the applicant prepare (via the online grants
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portal) their full draft application along with any questions in advance of scheduling a meeting for
agency staff assistance.

CAH conducts free workshops for participants to learn useful information about the agency’s
funding opportunities and how to submit a grant application. All workshops for the FY22 AHFP
grant cycle will be virtual. Workshop dates and times listed below are subject to change. All
workshops are free and open to the public; however, participants are strongly encouraged to
RSVP.  More information about the dates and times of these workshops may be found at
www.dcarts.dc.gov under Grant Writing Assistance, or by calling CAH at 202-724-5613.

Day and Date Time Topic Location

Friday, May 7, 2021 10:00am -12:00 pm TeleTown Hall Online Location TBD

Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:00pm - 4:30pm Online Workshop Online Location TBD

Thursday, May 13, 2021 6:30pm - 8:00pm Online Workshop Online Location TBD

Friday, May 14, 2020 2:00pm - 3:00pm Grants/Public Art Livechat

Saturday, May 15, 2021 10:00am - 11:30am Online Workshop Online Location TBD

Wednesday, May 19, 2020 10:00am -11:30am Online Workshop Online Location TBD

Friday, May 21, 2021 2:00pm - 3:00pm Grants/Public Art Livechat

Friday, May 28, 2021 2:00pm -3:00pm Grants/Public Art Livechat

Livechats may be accessed by visiting https://dcarts.dc.gov/page/live-chat-dccah-grants-specialist.
Interested artists and humanities practitioners may register for workshops via Eventbrite.

GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS
1. Read the Guide to Grants.
2. Read the RFA guidelines (for the desired grant program) and determine eligibility.
3. Visit the Grant Application Portal to login or register as a user.

(Note: To reset a user password either select “Forgot your password?” or click here).
4. Upon registration, applicants select the desired grant program(s).
5. Complete the application questions, budget and budget narrative data.
6. Upload required documents, supplementary material and work samples.
7. Double-check the application for thoroughness, clarity and typographical errors.
8. Submit the application by 11:59 PM ET on the grant program’s deadline date.
9. Ensure receipt of grant submission confirmation email (auto-generated by the online portal) by

the application deadline.

CAH utilizes an online grant portal to receive grant applications. All applications must be
submitted online by 11:59 PM ET on Friday, June 4, 2021. Technical issues or failure to receive a
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confirmation email should be immediately brought to the attention of CAH staff. Incomplete or 
late applications or applications that do not follow the instructions and guidelines are deemed 
ineligible for review and funding. CAH does not accept mailed, emailed or hand-delivered copies 
of grant applications and/or the required attachments. CAH will accept reasonable 
accommodation requests from applicants with disabilities in advance of the application due date 
to assist them in submitting grant applications via mail, email or hand-delivery. To request a 
reasonable accommodation, contact Travis Marcus at travis.marcus@dc.gov and await request 
approval.

CAH’s grant application process is competitive and subject to the availability of funds. 
Applicants may not request or receive funding for the same activities through more than one CAH 
program or grant category. Multiple applicants may not apply for funding for the same scope of 
work, whether through the same or different grant programs.

Applicants are fully responsible for the content of their application materials. An automated 
confirmation of an applicant’s submission does not guarantee an applicant’s eligibility, and 
therefore review by the advisory review panel (see below, “Review Process”). CAH staff is not 
permitted to make corrections to applications on behalf of applicants. CAH staff reviews 
applications for completeness and contacts applicants for any incomplete documents within five 
(5) business days of the deadline. Applicants are then responsible for updating their application 
within five (5) business days of CAH’s notification. Failure to do so will disqualify the application.

APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS
CAH selects individuals who are arts, humanities and/or business professionals, independent of 
CAH, to serve as advisory review panelists for each grant program. The role of a panelist is to 
review and score an eligible application’s content to the established grant program review criteria.

CAH’s grant application evaluation process takes into consideration general standards of decency 
and respect for the diverse beliefs and values of the American public consistent with The National 
Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended. For more information regarding 
the grant review process please visit the Guide to Grants. To volunteer or nominate a person to 
serve as an advisory review panelist for a grant program, see CAH’s Call for Panelists.

LIVE WORK SAMPLES (Cancelled for FY22)
CAH values the unique nature of artists’ and humanitarian practitioners’ work, and that live 
exhibitions and performances can be essential to understanding that work during panel 
deliberations. In past application and panel review cycles, CAH has invited applicants to share live 
work samples for panelist consideration on their respective panel days. Due to the current 
environment, it is impossible for CAH to accommodate that practice for FY22.

FY22 AHFP applicants must upload all application content to the digital portal.

NOTIFICATION AND AWARD DISBURSEMENT
CAH will notify applicants regarding the results of their application and the applicable award 
disbursement process on or shortly after October 1, 2021 via (1) letter of intention to award, (2) 
letter of ineligibility, or (3) letter of denial. These notifications will be sent via the applicant’s email 
as it appears in the grants portal.
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For award recipients, the date of CAH grant award payment disbursement(s) is subject to the
availability of funds and the processing of required documentation. CAH staff will advise grant
award recipients on the payment disbursement process on or after October 1, 2021. More details
may be found on CAH’s website at Grantee Resources.

FUNDING CONDITIONS, REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, GRANT CANCELLATIONS
CAH reserves the right to rescind any grant award for non-compliance with CAH policies,
regulations, and RFA guidelines at any time. Grant recipients with unmet reporting obligations
regarding any CAH funding program are ineligible to receive additional awards from CAH.

Reporting Requirements
Each grantee is required to submit a Final Report regarding: (1) the extent to which they advanced
their artistry, humanities work, and profession throughout the fiscal year, and (2) details regarding
artistic and humanities-focused activities and engagement with communities within the District of
Columbia. Grantees must submit a Final Report by Friday, October 21, 2022 or will be ineligible to
receive further funding from CAH.

Grant Management and Rescindment
Grantee agrees that it will include a CAH logo and a credit line in all grant-related announcements
and promotional materials and that it will make its best efforts to publicly credit CAH’s support in
all related public events.

CAH has the right to withhold, reduce or rescind a grant award according to the terms and
provisions of the grant agreement or if the grantee exercises any of the following:

● Fails to meet deadlines for grant reports;
● Refuses to provide access for monitoring; and/or
● Fails to comply with the terms of the grant award contract requirements.

Citywide Clean Hands (CCH)
All applicants that are recommended for funding must obtain from the District of Columbia a
Certificate of Clean Hands in order to receive a grant award from CAH. This certification is
required before any related grant disbursement may be made. The CCH website application
supports the “Clean Hands” Mandate (D. C. Code § 47-2862) which stipulates that individuals and
businesses are to be denied District goods or services if there is a debt owed to the District of
Columbia of more than one hundred dollars ($100.00) for fees, fines, taxes or penalties. Applicants
may visit the following site to obtain more information: https://mytax.dc.gov/.

Legal Compliance
Federal and District of Columbia law requires all grant applicants to comply with all applicable
laws and regulations that regard non-discrimination. The list of those laws and regulations include:
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (which provides that grant recipients must take adequate
steps to ensure that people with limited English proficiency receive the language assistance
necessary to afford them meaningful access to grant-related programs, activities and services);
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) (which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race, color, or national origin); Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended (20
U.S.C. Sections 1681-1686) (which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex); Section 504 of the
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Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. Section 794); the DC Human Rights Act of
1977; and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. §§12101 - 12213) (which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of disabilities).

RISK MANAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING
All grant recipients are subject to risk assessments and monitoring requirements. Those practices
are discussed in greater detail in the applicants’ grant agreements with CAH.

Activities funded by CAH will be monitored and evaluated by its staff, to assure compliance with
all applicable District of Columbia’s statutes, regulations, orders and other requirements. This
monitoring process may include site visits, an evaluation of allowable costs, as assessment of
efforts to meet projected grant applicant benchmarks, providing proof of expenditures, etc.

CONTACT INFORMATION
More information regarding CAH’s grant programs, and clarification about related accessibility
requirements, work sample submissions and grant making processes can be found in CAH’s Guide
to Grants.

Specific questions about AHFP grants can be referred to CAH staff members as detailed in the
following table:

Dance TBD- contact another staff member in interim

Design Arts Kerry Kaleba: kerry.kaleba@dc.gov

Go-Go Musicians Robert Nuñez - robert.nunez@dc.gov

Humanities Kamanzi Kalisa - kamanzi.kalisa@dc.gov

Interdisciplinary TBD- contact another staff member in interim

Media Arts Kevin Hasser - kevin.hasser@dc.gov

Music Robert Nuñez - robert.nunez@dc.gov

Teaching Artists Alorie Clark - alorie.clark@dc.gov

Theatre Kevin Hasser - kevin.hasser@dc.gov

Visual Arts Kerry Kaleba: kerry.kaleba@dc.gov
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FY 2022 ARTS AND HUMANITIES FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

REVIEW CRITERIA

Concept & Cohesion (60%)
● The applicant demonstrates creative and original theories, ideas, and/or perceptions;

AND/OR holds, preserves, perpetuates, and interprets traditional forms; (30%) and
● The applicant’s work samples and written statements together demonstrate a clear and

unified body of work. (30%)

Demonstrated Command of Form (30%)
● The applicant’s statement and work sample(s) demonstrate exemplary technical

capabilities within the chosen discipline; (15%) and
● The applicant’s work has sustained resonance, impact, or value. (15%)

District Impact and Engagement (10%)
● The applicant demonstrates a commitment to, and understanding of, their relationship to

Washington DC; (5%) and
● The applicant's arts and humanities work impacts, reflects, or responds to the District’s

residents and visitors. (5%)
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FY 2022 ARTS AND HUMANITIES FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

APPLICATION CHECKLIST
The following is a checklist for all mandatory and supplementary documents required to submit
the Arts and Humanities Fellowship Project application, in addition to the required narrative
questions within the online application. Documents must be uploaded as PDFs through CAH’s
online grant portal prior to the application deadline.

Mandatory Documents:
● Work Samples

CAH recommends reviewing the Work Sample Addendum (found within the Guide to
Grants) to determine materials that would best support the application;

● Support Materials
Up to three (3) additional items (e.g. letters of support, awards, programs, publicity, etc);

● Applicant’s Résumé
With content primarily addressing the applicant’s artistry or humanities practices.

Compliance Documents
(Templates and instructions available at: https://dcarts.dc.gov/page/grantee-resources-0)

● Certificate of Clean Hands (dated no more than 30 days prior to the deadline)
● Statement of Certification (dated at the time of application submission)
● Signed IRS Form W-9 (Note: Post office boxes are prohibited. The applicant’s address must

match the address in the grants portal, the address on file in the DC Government’s PASS
system, and in the DC Vendor Portal. The October 2018 version of the form must be used
and be dated at the time of application submission).
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ADDENDUM A: WORK SAMPLES AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
CAH values and emphasizes excellence in all grant programs within all disciplines. This section
contains detailed information on the CAH’s requirements and suggestions regarding content.

Arts and humanities content and/or merit are one of several criteria on which an application is
reviewed. Arts and humanities content and/or merit is demonstrated to the advisory review
panelists through the applicant’s:

Section 1 - Work Samples
Section 2 - Support Materials
Section 3 - Résumés of Key Personnel

Of these, the work sample carries the most weight because it must contain the clearest depiction
of the applicant’s best work(s) of art and/or humanities. All applicants must submit arts and/or
humanities work samples.

Section 1 - Work Samples
Work samples are critical to each application and are carefully considered during application
review. CAH strongly recommends that applicants pay close attention to the content of work
sample submissions.

The guidelines on work sample submissions depend on the grant program. Applicants are
encouraged to adhere to the suggested work samples or risk ineligibility for consideration of a
grant award.

Work samples must be no more than three (3) years old from the date of submission. Submitting
older work samples may render the application ineligible for funding consideration.

Section 2 - Support Materials
Support materials are documents that strengthen the application and provide additional
information that directly relates to the grant request. Support materials do not take the place of a
work sample. They do, however, reinforce the quality of the applicant’s arts and humanities
disciplines(s).

Some examples of supporting materials include:
● Theater/exhibition reviews;
● Letters of recommendation;
● Certificates of achievement or recognition;
● Sample lesson plans;
● Assessments and evaluations; and/or
● Awards.
● Recordings of artistic process, creation or experience

Section 3 - Artist Resumé/CV
Another way panelists determine the artistic and humanities content of an application is to review
the resumé of the artist or humanities practitioner. The content therein, should detail the breadth
of work of the applicant along with the applicant’s formal/informal training in their discipline of
choice.
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Additional Suggestions from CAH Staff
When creating and preparing work samples, supporting materials and résumés, CAH recommends
considering the following:

● Applicants should be able to view and/or play all work samples in the application before
submitting. If a sample cannot be played, then panelists will experience the same;

● Select recent, high quality samples that relate as directly to the application as possible;
● Select work samples that illustrate and unite the applicant’s narrative content;
● Photograph uploads should be in JPEG (or JPG) format with a 72 dpi minimum resolution

and should not exceed 8MB in size (each);
● Adding more than the recommended number of work samples to an application will often

weaken it;
● Carefully chosen work samples (pictures, videos, excerpts, etc.) tend to make the biggest

impact and create the strongest artistic impression;
● Advisory review panelists are required to review each applicant’s work samples; however,

they are not guaranteed to review multiple work samples within the same application;
● Each work sample and document must give the specific name and title, so that panelists

can identify what they are reviewing; and
● For project-based grants, include samples of similar projects completed to illustrate an

ability to execute the proposed project.

For video submissions:
● Do not include highly edited commercial/promotional videos as a work samples;
● Do not include poor quality video samples or samples with dim lighting, unstable video,

bright backlighting, or blurred images; and
● If the video work sample is longer than five (5) minutes, indicate the embedded timecode of

the video where panelists should begin viewing the work sample (e.g. 5:05:00).

For audio submissions:
● Panelists are unable to scan, rewind, or skip through a sample. Edit the audio clip to feature

exactly the desired content; and
● For audio submissions with visual components, consider submitting as a video clip instead.

For online materials and websites:
● Panelists review only within the “four corners” of the application. They are not expected to

go to outside links or content, so a linked website may not be viewed; and
● Websites can be screen-shot and attached as an image, but it is often an insufficient work

sample. Submit a website only if it is an essential part of the project.

###
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